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Shakuhachi Score is a software to play Japanese traditional musical instruments like Shakuhachi, Shinobue,
Taishogoto. You can use your mobile phone, netbook, tablet, etc. to play and enjoy a Japanese traditional music

while traveling. Shakuhachi Score Features: * 2 kinds of modes: Solo and Duo * Solo mode: make a solo, play as a
solo * Duo mode: make a duo, play as a duo * Solo Mode Play as a solo: - play and practice Shakuhachi solo music
like a professional player - play a favorite solo song or a difficult solo, and enjoy - listen to the Shakuhachi solo by
itself - enjoy solo playing even if you have not played it before - hold and touch the screen to change note color and
time signature - decide the tempo of the music on the screen - play musical scale (each note can be changed) - play
song (9 note mode) - play Shinkajutsu (with music theory) - play musical scale (each note can be changed) - play

Shinkajutsu (with music theory) * Solo Mode with Zoom Play as a solo while zooming: - enlarge the image by
zooming in, and make more accurate scores. - improve your practice level - improve your skill, and enjoy solo
practice - make more accurate scores with more zoom in - enjoy the zoom mode even if you have not played it

before * Duo Mode Play as a duo: - play as a duo, and enjoy - you can play songs with a friend in the same tempo -
show your practice level - enjoy Duo playing even if you have not played it before - play Shinkajutsu with your

friend - play a good composition for duet - play a difficult song for duet * Solo Mode with Scale Play with notes: -
enjoy new scale - practice while zooming in * Solo Mode with Shinkajutsu Play Shinkajutsu: - enjoy Shinkajutsu on
your mobile phone, netbook, tablet, etc. - enhance the music theory to play - enjoy solo practice - enjoy duet - enjoy
Shinkajutsu * Duo Mode with Shinkajutsu Play Shinkajutsu together: - you can play together and enjoy - share your

music - enjoy Shinkajutsu together

Portable Shakuhachi Score Crack [Mac/Win]

This program is a portable Shakuhachi score editor and player. It records the score and replay it. It supports only
Japanese version of Shakuhachi score files. * The plug-in works well in Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox. * The

plug-in supports playback of Shakuhachi music files produced by Shakuhachi Score. * The plug-in plays the score
files on your computer in Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox. * The plug-in supports playback of the play heads
in your Shakuhachi, and it also supports playback of the play heads which are recorded in other programs, such as

Yahoo! JPlayer. Installation Details: 1. Copy the file to your computer. 2. Double-click the file. NOTE: The plug-in
is designed for Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox. Portable Shakuhachi Score Features: 1. It records and plays

back the score. 2. It supports playback of the play heads in your Shakuhachi. 3. It supports playback of the play
heads which are recorded in other programs, such as Yahoo! JPlayer. 4. It supports playback of the play heads in

your Shakuhachi, and it also supports playback of the play heads which are recorded in other programs. 5. It supports
playback of the play heads in your Shakuhachi, and it also supports playback of the play heads which are recorded in
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other programs. 6. It supports playback of the play heads in your Shakuhachi, and it also supports playback of the
play heads which are recorded in other programs. 7. It supports playback of the play heads in your Shakuhachi, and

it also supports playback of the play heads which are recorded in other programs. Portable Shakuhachi Score
Limitations: 1. It does not support playback of the play heads recorded in other programs, such as Yahoo! JPlayer. 2.
It does not support playback of the play heads recorded in other programs. 3. It does not support playback of the play
heads recorded in other programs. 4. It does not support playback of the play heads recorded in other programs. 5. It
does not support playback of the play heads recorded in other programs. 6. It does not support playback of the play

heads recorded in other programs. 7. It does not support playback of the play heads recorded in other programs.
Portable Shakuhachi Score Support: Port 1d6a3396d6
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Portable Shakuhachi Score Activator PC/Windows

+ Show More Show Less About The Author Sam Gunson Sam Gunson is a passionate author and teacher on all
things related to Shakuhachi and Japanese culture. He has also authored an app for the popular tablets, iPhone, and
Android OS's called Japanese Folk Drumming with Kazuhiro Ogi, which has been downloaded by millions of people
worldwide. He writes about the Japanese tradition of playing Shakuhachi on his blog "The Shakuhachi Voice", which
was designed to teach and inspire those who want to explore the healing qualities of the Japanese instrument. Sam
has worked with the Shakuhachi for over 20 years and has devoted his life to the healing and mindful aspects of this
instrument. He is now working to combine the healing power of the Shakuhachi with the healing power of the
Japanese drumming tradition in an online online program called Japamerica.com. Sam is married and has two sons.
He lives in the beautiful Pacific Northwest with his beautiful wife and kids. An Exclusive Gift for You Indulge
yourself with this beautiful gift that will bring you closer to Japanese tradition and culture. We want you to enjoy the
unique gift of Japanese Folk Drumming with Kazuhiro Ogi. If you are interested in receiving the exclusive gift of
Japanese Folk Drumming with Kazuhiro Ogi you are in the right place. Just click the buy button below and start
learning about the Japanese art of drumming and healing. + Show More Show Less About The Author Sam Gunson
Sam Gunson is a passionate author and teacher on all things related to Shakuhachi and Japanese culture. He has also
authored an app for the popular tablets, iPhone, and Android OS's called Japanese Folk Drumming with Kazuhiro
Ogi, which has been downloaded by millions of people worldwide. He writes about the Japanese tradition of playing
Shakuhachi on his blog "The Shakuhachi Voice", which was designed to teach and inspire those who want to explore
the healing qualities of the Japanese instrument. Sam has worked with the Shakuhachi for over 20 years and has
devoted his life to the healing and mindful aspects of this instrument. He is now working to combine the healing
power of the Shakuhachi with the healing power of the Japanese drumming tradition in an online online program
called Japamerica.com. Sam is married and has two sons. He lives in the beautiful Pacific Northwest

What's New In?

Shakuhachi, Japanese bamboo flute, origin of Japanese from antiquity, not just a musical instrument. The
construction of the shakuhachi, as well as its precise features, are complex and mysterious. It has been said that in
ancient Japan, the people who played the shakuhachi, did not read any books. A few people also say that the
shakuhachi still exists as a tool for divination and rite of passage. And now, you can just play an instrument! With
Shakuhachi Score. Overview Shakuhachi Score Portable is a tool that shows the score of Japanese traditional musical
instruments, such as Shakuhachi, Shinobue, Taishogoto. Shakuhachi is the Japanese bamboo flute, from the ancient
times. It is said that the shakuhachi, and other Japanese musical instruments, are old, but the construction of the
shakuhachi, as well as its precise features, are complex and mysterious. People who know the shakuhachi say that the
performance of the shakuhachi, is a set of ritual, which should be given a great respect, and it is not something that
you can just play. And now, you can just play an instrument! With Shakuhachi Score. Portable Shakuhachi Score
was designed by the Japanese typeface designer, Kakeru Yatte, and the concept is made for him by the sound
designer, Tatsuo Yamaguchi, to display the score of the Japanese musical instruments. Portable Shakuhachi Score
has not just a place to display the score of the Japanese traditional musical instruments. When you hear the wind of
the shakuhachi, you can enjoy the traditional Japanese music. Features The concept of Portable Shakuhachi Score is
just to display the score of Japanese traditional musical instruments. In addition, it can be used for japanese
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traditional music lessons. For those who like to play an instrument, Portable Shakuhachi Score is a perfect tool to
play the shakuhachi, an essential part of the Japanese traditional music. Shakuhachi Score can display the score of
the traditional Japanese musical instruments, such as Shakuhachi, Shinobue, Taishogoto, Shodo, Obon, and many
others. Shakuhachi Score Portable also has a simple and easy way to display the score of these instruments. You can
play Japanese traditional music just by playing the instrument. Features Play Japanese Traditional Music with
Portable Shakuhachi Score For those who like to play an instrument, Portable Shakuhachi Score is a perfect tool to
play the shakuhachi, an essential part of the Japanese traditional music. Shakuhachi Score Portable can display the
score of
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System Requirements:

* NVIDIA GTX 770/AMD HD 7870 * Intel Core i3 2500K * Windows 7 64-bit * DirectX 11 compatible GPU *
8GB RAM * 100MB free disk space * NVIDIA control panel is recommended * FreeSurface Pro is recommended *
GNU/Linux * Gedit, Vim or Notepad++ editors Windows Instructions: Open the file GFXCaptureSetup.ini
(GfxCaptureSetup.ini is located in the root of your FreeSurface source directory
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